ATHLETIC EXHIBITION.

Preparations Point to an Event Far Outshining the First Exhibition.

A very satisfactory program has been arranged for the Exhibition this evening which promises far to excel the performance of last year. There will be exhibitions in the following work: Flying Rings, Horizontal Bars, Parallel Bars, Tumbling, Indian Clubs, Buck, Horizontal Ladder, Second Floor Ladder, Pike Diving, and Long Horse; also a sparring match and a handball game.

About half of last year's team are back and have shown a great improvement over former work, while the new men have been practicing hard and are doing almost as well as the veterans. Altogether the team is well practiced in general gymnastic work, besides the unusual proficiency each man has acquired in his specialty.

Lowrie, '06, on the flying rings is a star performer, being in excellent form and unusually strong. Two new men, Kales, '06, and Belden, '09, are also showing well in this event. Bentley, '06, Kales, '06, Sharp, '07, and Gibbons, '08, form a combination hard to beat on the high horizontal ladder, while on the parallel bars Smith, '07, Sharp, '07, Lowrie, '06, Gibbons, '06, Belden, '09, and Capt. Griffin, '06, can match almost any college team in New England. One of the star events of the evening will be the tumbling exhibit, in which Griffin, '06, and Sharp, '07, will give a performance which will far outshine their brilliant work of last year. Smith's skill with the Indian clubs should make a very suitable present. The sugar dusters of last year, Smith's, '07, and Capt. Griffin, '06, can match almost any college team in New England. One of the star events of the evening will be the tumbling exhibit, in which Griffin, '06, and Sharp, '07, will give a performance which will far outshine their brilliant work of last year. Smith's skill with the Indian clubs should make a very suitable present. The sugar dusters of last year, Smith's, '07, and Capt. Griffin, '06, can match almost any college team in New England. One of the star events of the evening will be the tumbling exhibit, in which Griffin, '06, and Sharp, '07, will give a performance which will far outshine their brilliant work of last year. Smith's skill with the Indian clubs should make a very suitable present.
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